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ABSTRACT
Landscape modeling is the process of overlay and analysis of a	 large number of multiple
s patial	 variables extracted from map;, airpnotos, LANDSAT imagery and other remotely sensed
data.	 Its	 application	 to	 this	 problem. has employed a data base containing 103 spatially re-
ciste red	 variaoles.	 These	 variables	 have been assembled tc mode, 	 a site	 of 292.2 square	 kilo-
meters at	 a	 1	 hectare	 resolution	 in	 the tropical	 forests of Northern Thailand which are sub-
jected to the dynamic practice of 	 shifting cultivation.	 Recent
Chan ges
	
in land cover measured with 4 dates of sequential	 airphoto -in-
terpretation maps were used to model the overall	 trends	 and spatial
trends
	
in 6	 forest and	 3 agricul- i man _	 turai	 land cover types occurring
in the forest. area. 	 Computer com- parison of the changes 	 in 5 con-
secutive anniversary date LANDSAT =^	 images for 1972 through 1977 was
completed with this data base to de- ^^^°'^	 termine the usefulness of this
simple
	 image	 analysis	 approach	 for monitoring the dynamic changes 	 in
thi; forest	 cover.	 LANDSAT	 image classification was	 also	 tested
within the context of the landscape model	 to determine the contribu-
tion of spatial	 overlays	 of anvil- 10,°un	 lary	 data to final	 map	 classifi-
cation accuracy for the 9	 and covers.	 Topographic overlays were
evaluated	 (slope,	 aspect,	 elevation,	 and distance	 to	 drainage)	 as well	 as	 cultural	 feature
overlays	 (distance	 to	 roads	 and trails, permanent housing,	 and temporary huts).	 Ste pwise dis-
criminant analysis was employed as	 the classifier with	 3	 types	 of training sets	 (rectangular,
aspect,	 and	 grid sampled training sets;. Two assumptions of the apriori 	 probabilities of oc-
currence of the 9 land covers within the site were	 also	 tested with	 this	 classifier,
equal	 apriori	 probability of occurrence and probabilities	 proportional	 to the known o-currence
of each cover type.
INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE MODELING CONCEPT
What is Landscape Modeling?
—geographic data base and remote  sensing technologies are about to be combined into a
whole wnose sum is greater than its parts. This serendipitous meeting of the separate techno-
logies will provide a realistic, dynamic infon,.atior base and associated analysis techniques
for practical, environmentally oriented land planning. Landscape modeling is the name proposed
for this f ruitful combination, which organizes and overlays data from e0 sting maps, analysis
of remote sensing imagery, and tabular data into a single computer framework. This asserrtlage
provides a multivariate, multitemporal mathematical model which represents the landsca pe much
as a topographic map represents a three-dimensional model of the physical land surface.
Coupled with this composite of data overlays is a collection of computer techniques which allow
meaningful simulation of the spatial or map-like behavior of this landscape to natural and man-
induced alteration and control. The current thrust of landscape modeling is the projection and
display in a map form of the future landsca pe which wevld result frort the continuation of cur-
rent lana management practices or the lack thereof. Success in this short-run objective has
enabled the desigr of the computer techniques needed to predict various scenarios of antici-
rated landscape alternatives'. The scena rios evaluated could include diverse objectives, such
as ne. forest management practices, new zoning patterns for urban land planning, alternate
sites for a new power plant, or the impact of siting a new dam. Land management should be sub-
stantially improved if the future spatial implications of a contemplated action were modeled
before any commitment to a fixed cou rse of action.
How Does Landscape Modeling Relate to Remote Sensing?
Comouter analysis of remote sensing imagery is symbiotic with the process of landscape
modeling. It provides the important current and past land cover inputs to the landscape model.
Detailed inter pretation of low- and high-altitude airphotos ac q uired on various dates initially
provided the maps used as quantitative measures of land cover Chanoe. LANDSAT remote sensing
imagery, which has been continuously obtained since 1972, currentl y provides additional infor-
mation of land cover change. Accurate computer analysis of land cover with LANDSAT imagery of
various dates provides a more economical, timely, and direct measure of land change for land-
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scape models and their projections of future land cover patterns.
The accuracy of the computer interpretation of the remote sensing imagery is, in turn,
substantially improved by including a variety of landscape variables, such as slope and eleva-
tion. Thus, combining the available remote sensing imagery together with map information in
the landscape model provides a basis for substantial improvements in both activities. Coinci-
dent, spatially re qistered overla ys of readily available map information upon the multispectral
imagery of LANDSAT-have provided a basis for marked improvement in the accuracy of their com-
puter interpretation to provide current land c-.. , r maps. These improved, automatically inter-
preted maps are of direct use in environmen*;.l pl..hning. They a l so "feedback" directly into
the landsca pe model to provide a timely measurement of past and present dynamic tendencies.for
change in land cover.
The bulk of this report will be devoted to the LANDSAT image analysis aspects of landscape
modeling. A detailed discussion of land cover modeling has been reported elsewhere = 3 ". How-
ever, an overview of its application to this site will provide insight into the dvnamics of
tropical forest cover in areas of shifting cultivation. These dynamics must be dealt with in
any meaningful remote sensing analyses.
BACKGROUND OF THE FOREST LANDSCAPE MODEL
Background of the Site Selection.
he andscape mode ing et orts described in this report have been underway for approxi-
mately 6 years. The initial and more complex application of the approach has been a model of
the evolution of natural lands to urban lands in the Denver metropolitan area of Colorado`. At
the initiation of that study it was ascertained that a parallel application of the approach
.+ould be made to examine the evolution of forest land to temporary and permanent agricultural
land. This application was thought, at that time, to provide a cleaner test of the concept, as
fewer land cover tvpes were involved* and one overall political control existed for the area
rather than the more comp lex spatial political constraints of U.S. urban areas**
	 Man-made
changes do dominate the forest area selected but are more closel y coupled with the landscape.
For example, the clearing of trees for shifting cultivation is known to be a function of lard
slope, soil type, and other landscape variables.
At first appraisal it might appear that such a project could be handicapped by a shortage
of maps, airphotos and LANDSAT imager y . However, there was no shortage in the quantity of the
data available, as the particular site has been and is being closely studied by various inter-
national and Thai agenc 4 es. Several key limitations did emerge as the study progressed and
have impacted upon the approach and results.
Inaccessibility prevented careful field control of the land cover maps derived by airphoto
interpretation.
• No detailed soils map existed for the site although this is typical of tropical forest areas
and must be compensated for by any procedures which are to be generalized.
• Excellent anniversary LANDSAT imagery exists for every year to date due to an annual cloud-
free dry season. Unfortunately, this period has been too short to allow the colle,:tion of
meaningful multiseasonal LANDSAT imagery; however-, this is also typical of tropical forested
areas.
Site Description.
47 7s trop cal forest site was selected to represent the northern region of Thailand. It
is situated near the Golden Trianq_le at the corner intersection of China, Burma, Laos, and
Thailand (Fig. 1).
	 It represents mountainous area which was originally heavily forested but
has been rapidly cleared for shifting cultivation of opium, dry-land race. tea, and other cash
crops. it is typical of a large portion of the world's tropical forests where cut-and-burn
a g riculture is out of balance with regrowth and the mountain slopes and watersheds are being
rapidly denuded.
Construction of the Landscape Model.
The forest area modeled was enclosed in a rectangle of 432 square kilometers (24 km E-W
and 18 km N-S) which was cellularized with a resolution of one hectare (approximately 2.5
acres) yielding 43,200 cells. The closed, irregularly boundea study site within this rectangle
was limited to the area common to several of the special maps made available from the earlier
analyses of the site by others. It consisted of an area of 292.9 km = or 29.290 square cells of
1 ha resolution andis an anti-watershed bounded by major water courses or drainages on all
* Nine forest/agricultural land cover tyres described the Thailand site. while 24 were re-
quired in the Denver site.
** Tire Denver site is approximately the same size but is made up of portions of 5 different
counties which control the land use and thereby the land cover by using 5 different inde-
pendent sets of zoning requlations.
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sides with a mountain ridge in the center. The landscape model of this site consists to date
of 103 image and map variables overlaid such that each constitutes a cellular data plane of 1
ha resolution covering at least the common area of 29.290 ha (Fig. 2). Utmost care has been
exerted to insure that each of these data planes registers upon all others to the nearest 1 ha
re%olution cell'. Input of those data planes derived from existing maps and Airphotos was com-
pleted entirely by a manual dot saii4ile method''. Area planes, such as topographic elevation
and geology, are directly sampled cell-by-cell from 1:50,000 scale maps. Additional derived
area planes are computed, such as topographic slope and aspect from elevation ` . Point feature
planes. such as the location of temporary huts or permanent dwellings. were interpreted for 4
different dates from low altitude. black-and-white airphotos'. These-planes were then cony uted
into minimum distance area planes`. Linear features, such as draina ge and roads and trails,
were similarly interpreted from the airphotos for 4 dates'. They were also converted by com-
putation into minimum distance area planes`. Airphoto interpretation ma p s were prepared for 4
different dates for 9 forest and a g ricultural land cover types and overlaid onto the .:,,!el via
the area dot sampling procedure'. These 4 land cover maps were all interpreted by a single in-
dividual in a consistent fashion.
NiODELING CHANGES IN FOREST LAND COVER
f^	
Vis ual Displa y
 o f the Chan es in Land Cover.
F The 9 t y
	
pes of land cover interpre
	
on each of the 4 dates of eirphotos (Figs. 3. 4. 5.
,i.1  6) include the 6 forest types of:
a dry diptero carp forest
	
a mixed deciduous forest with teak	 o dry evergreen forest
e dry dipterocarp forest with pine 	 a hill evergreen forest	 s teak plantations
together with 3 agricultural land covers of:
a Shifting cultivation	 a irrigated rice paddies	 a :ea plantations.
k s
	
	 Intercomparison of these land cover data planes of the site on a cell-by-roll basis yields
graymaos of change which provide qualitative insight into the current imbalance between forest
depletion by shifting cultivation (Fig. 7) and forest regeneration upon agricultural abandon-
"rent (Fig. 8). A tabulation of the amount of each land cover for each available date illus-
trates the rapid recent change in the use of this area (Fig. 9). Clearly the nominal :0 year
~
	
	
cycle from forest to shifting cultivation and back to forest has been markedly shortened. A
subsistence level, dry land. permanent agriculture is setting in with attendant deleterious en-
'	 vironmental effects. such as the alteration of the basic hydrologic processes. Erosion of the
i
	
	
soil is rapidly increasing with narked increase In sediment and water yield accompanied by
shorter duration hydrographs. Thus the cut-and-burn process is rapidly approaching the irre-
versible point where all significant natural forest regeneration will permanently cease.
T ren,i Modeling of the Land Cover.
^ The assumption t atu^ Lure changes in land cover can he measured in terms of those which
occurred in the recent pact allows a simple projection of land cover of the area represented by
l
	
	
a landscape model'. Cross-tabulation of each pair of consecutive land cover data planes in the
landscape model (e.g.. 1968 with 1972) provides a probability transition matrix. This matrix
is applied in a Markov process to the distribution of land cover recorded in the second c. • more
recent land cover data plane to project future trends". Onl y a few years of validity may be
I
	
	
assumed for these projections. as the processes controlling the land cover during the training
period (i.e.. 1968 to 1972) can only be assumed to persist for- a ffw years into the future
(i.e., --1972). The particular land cover trends based upon the most recent pair of Ian(, use
planes in this landscape model predict that irrigated rice lands will continue to increase in
the future as they did during the recent past or training period. However. this cannot be the
case as the area of land suitable for irrigation is being rapidly exhausted even though it was
not yet in short supply during the training period. This longer term breakdown of the Markov
trend model points out that it has used only the actual changes in the recent land covers to
project future trends. However. additional landsca pe parameters are available in the landscape
model to improve the land cover modeling procedures.
i Spatial Modeling of the Land Cover.
much more complex mo a 	 as been developed which is capable of projecting the future
s atial behavior of the land cover of the site based upon controlling landscape features. Es-
sential y. it takes all the specific changes in land cover tabulated between the two consecu-
tive- land 
.
cover 
.
data planes, groups them together into like changes, and correlates their
Technical
.
 detailson the construction of the data planes whose -.pecific use is reported
herein occurs as part of the caption for the figures illustrating those data planes and
in the references noted. Illustrations of the data planes (Figs 3 through 38) have been
Y	 reproduced at a very small size in order to include the maximum amount of material in the
limited pages all owed.
•^ Land cover trend itiodels have been computed fo ►• the following pairs of dates: 1954 with
1972. 1954 with 1966. 1%6 with 1968. and 1968 with 1972'.
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occurrence with the corresponding landscape parameters in the landscape model (0.0. ►
 slope,
•;isten► e• to roads and trails, etc.) using a multivariate approach. Exactly the same computa-
tional approach is taken as in the application of stepwise discriminant analysis to image clas-
sification except the class to be p redicted is a specific Ching* in lan cover rather than a
part Jor land cover., The ► ariables used in this raw type of classification  are restricted to
tar,.,,,;•r paraneeters and nc image parameters are included. The needed computational procedures
nape ,vt­ worse.. out and spatial map projections of future land cover have been com p leted &1-
tnougn tney are not included here for the sake of t , revity'. It is contemplated that the cell-
b'
 :ell overlay of these spatial model results onto the LANOSAT images already in the landscape
pv^itl will provide a basis for improved image classification. Apriori knowledge (i.e., probo-
ility) of the land cover occurring in each individual image cell based on such spatial projec-
tions using earlier known land covers and landscape parameters should improve the single cell
classification accuracy, Correspondingly, &priori knowledge of the overall land cover composi-
tion of the site will be subsequently shown to improve overall classification accuracy.
LARMAT QIFFEIENCING FOR FOREST LANK COVER CHANGE MAPS
The simplest LANMAT image analysis undertaken was the cell-by-cell subtraction of xach
`5S band of one imape from those of another- ann l %ersary image, The radiance differences which
result range it about sero and the t magnitude of these differences correlate with various
changes in land cover between the two images. For example. clearing the forest or brush cover
to expose the soil and dead ground litter for shifting cultivation will increase the radiance
in MS-5 and decrease it in NSS-7, causing image differences greater than taro and less than
:err, respectively, Anniversary date image differencing and ratioing has not yet been widely
!e>ted due to the difficulties and costs associated with the rectification of sevoral LA OSAT
scenes to a common cellular base. The supplying of almost% rectified imagery from LANMAT 3 b
NASk!GSFC and the EROS Data Center should increase the interest in these procedures and their
truing. Ground truth collection for the identification of the changes detected is also more
complicated as it must be performed twice.
orlication of LANDSAT image differencing to mar changes in tropical forest cover was
teNte,. on this site since an understanding of its dynamics was available. The site is also
small so that independent geometric r'ectificaLion was,feasible for each LANMAT anniversar)
image of 1973, 1974, 197S. 1974, and 1977. The 4 MISS bands representing each of these in^^•:^
were first transformed to remove the major sensor distortions and rtsaVrIed into the 1 ha
square cell data planes using & nearest neighbor algorithm • . This new cell is approximately 2
t i mes the area of the original LAMPSAT picture elemtnt and thus about Stet of the LANMAT ele-
mr?:ts were transferred to this ne%. format (Figs. 11 and 12). The topographic and other land-
scape maps introduced into the landscape mode were accurate only to the 1 he cell sire and the
LANMAT imagery was undersampled to match these data planes. This undersompling procedure has
not appeared to introduce any noticeable effects on any of the LAMMAT image processing activi-
ties except the incorporation Of some single cwli noise into the difference oravmars where the
2 independent rectifications do not sample precisely the same nearest neirbor. The effect of
West of this noise was removed b^r the application of a low band pass spatial filter to each
difference image before its display as a grayeap'.
Little experience with image differencing can be found in the literature in connection
with tropical forests and shiftin cultivation. Thus the initial question addressed was what
time base should be used between Images (e.g.. 1 year, 2 years. etc.). Sutsequently, all com-
binations were computed and 1 vear intervals found to produce the most consistent results. The
image difference data planes have a narrow histogram of Gaussian appea rance in all cases if the
solar angle differences between the : dates is no more than a few dearr es. Location of the
data rants to either side of the mean which contain the land cover changes sought is not
straightforward unless accurate ground control is available for both image dates. The histo-
gram of the whole image difference data mane for a given MSS band reverses from positive to
negative if the order of subtraction of the two images is ^rversed. This is the same as chang-
ing the arithmetic sign of the solar angle difference. ti,, .-ever, this arithmetic sign can aisle
be changed by a small chance of 1 or 2 week< in the exact ialendar date Of one Of the images
selected to represent the anniversary" dater:. This also causes a positive to negative reverse
of the histogram	 enceOf this data plane. Considerable additional experi 	 with  this simple pro-
cedure is stilt needed to obtain a more generalized understanding of its application to moni-
toring forest cover type and change. For eaample,
 incr9asin2 the solar angle difference be-
thoen the two images used enh&nces the contrast O f one forest type relative to another in the
dit ference image. This might be due to the i nherent differences in the tree stand w rpholcgy
-----------------
The mean values of these difference data planes can fluctuate several units either way from
zero due to overall image differences between the fro anniversary dates such as those in-
duced by differenr atmospheric absorption in One mmaor versus the other,
4^e
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of the 2 forest types which Cause different subtle shadow effects in the images selected, thus
allowing discrimination of these types in the difference grayiaap.
Consistent detection of the area of shifting cultivation was observed for each of the
grain ps produced to display the 1 year anniversary difference images of MSS-7 (Figs. 13. 14,
15. and 16). The first two or earlier date difference graymaps emt r ►rasiie the general pattern
of shifting cultivation (Figs. 13 and 14). The remaining two more recent gravmaps (Figs. 15
An,! 16) emphasr:e the active areas of shifting cultivation at the highest altitudes at the
;enter of the site which have been cleared and planted to opium poppies during the intervals
ov tk,een images. The relative detection of old versus active shiftinq cultivation in this sr-
auerr,e Of 4 coIIsOCUtive 1 year interval difference grnvinaps is not clearly uti,terstood althou,) ► +
it is due in part to the narrowness of the histograms noted earlier which markedly restricts
the exact selection of the difference data ranges to be displayed in the grayrnap•
Consistent patterns of the movement of permanent agriculture into the forested portion of
the site can be detected annually in the MSS-5 image difference graymaps (Figs. 17, 18. 19, and
:er) . Unfortunately, these changes can be confused with radiance differences in the areas of
agriculture present on both dates where Changes in Crop type or planting date occur trvm year
to year• . However. careful analysis of the original airphoto land cover maps show: a steady
proor •ession of permanent agriculture into the forest from the NE and SE corners'. This steady
en;r•oa hment of irrigated and dry land rice. together with orchard., can readily be detected
on the difference gra imps.
lmage differencing also tends to compensate in part for topographic induced radiance vari-
ation if the solar angle difference between the images is not too large. W)r • e meaningful com-
pensation for these topographic effects would result if the cell-to-cell image difference were
weighted b y the radiance value of each cell for one of the input images. This "automatic gain
control" would adjust the image differences for similar land sever changes in the shadows or
sunlit areas to the same numeric value.
LANDSAT FOREST LAND COYER CLASSIFICATION WITH ANCILLARi DATA
Classification with Topographic Ov*rlAys.
LANDSAT classification  n areas of significant relief is limited in accuracv by that por-
tion of the radiance variation created by the terrain which is independent of the surface cover
tvpe. Deep shadows represent the limiting condition but surface areas which are not in shadows
out merely at different topographic slopes and aspects can exhibit significant topographic in-
duced radiance variation within a specific land cover type. A large portion of the economical-
1N important forested areas of the world occur in areas of moderate to severe relief and these
dr •e also the areas of least knowledge of the forest type, condition. and productivity. The
forest site selected for this analysis is typical of the rugged tropical forest remaining in
Thailand and adjacent Asian nations. It is the very ruggedness of the terrain which has pre-
served a portion of these natural forests to the present time. A quick comparison of the rec-
tified 1973 LANDSAT images (Figs. 11 and 12) with the 1972 land cover clearly illustrates that
the radiance distributions imaged by LANDSAT are dominated by topographic effects and show
little resemblance to the land cover (Fig. 6)'•. The procedures developed for t he application
of LANDSAT classification methods to such areas must cope with these terrain induced varia-
tions. Three different attacks on this problem have been initiated as follows:
e Selection of training sets to represent each cover type as more than one class according
to its slope and aspect range.
• The overlay of topographic features as data planes onto the inl.ov r.y and their incorporation
as input variables in the Classification.
•	 deterministic adjustment or preprocessing of the LANDSAT ►ttS hands to remove the major
portion of the topographic induced variation.
The results of the first two approaches are reviewed while the third has not yet been success-
fully completed although a gravmap of the site 
ve 
similar in appearance to that of w S-7
(Fig. 12) has been simulated. This Computation o the radiance variation in MSS-7 lis ps the
topographic slope an a_3 sperm data planes and other data to compute a iew data plane consisting
of the cell-by-cell near-instantaneous solar insulation at the enact time of the LANDSAT im-
age'.
The topographic overlays employed in the two empirical approaches to terrain compensation
were derived from the 1:50,000 topographic map of the site. The elevation was sampled for each
of	 1j
	
cells yielding the initial data plane (Fig. ?1). This cell by cell deter-
This is not necessarily an undesirable condition. but one we do not understand how to sort
out and use to advantage.
Note that the Dece*or airphotos used in preparing the 197: land covet , map a rY
 sepa rated by
about 1 month from the 21 January 1973 LANDSAT image and thus represent the %am p Year and
dry season.
a
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monition was very tedious but yielded the nest accurate elevation data plan of any technique
,va,lable• . The slope (Fig. 22) and aspect (Fig. 23) data planes were obtained by fitting a
e aceted surface to the elevation data plane and computing the slope and aspect of this surface
,,' each of the 29.290 cells. The drainage map was interpreted from the 1972 airphotos and con-
vt­ led to a binary data plane. Fac er remaining cell not occupied b a draina ge Element was as-
> shed a value equal to the number of cell units (i.e.. distance) to the nearest cell occupied
b^ the drainage in a N-S and%or E-M excursion (Fig. 24). These 4 topographic data planes gore
ove r laid in a cell-by-cell fashion onto the 4 MSS bands and 6 ratios of MSS bands in the land-
model .
Stepwise discriminant analysis was employed as the classifier in these analyses as it is
reasonably forgiving of the non-Gaussian nature of the data to be classified. Extensive train-
,na set classification with a wide variety of image and landscape variables and types of train-
1119 sets was completed. This provided the basis for the %election of the training sets and
%ariables to be tested for their final verification or map classification accuracy. These fi-
nal verification results will be summarized here by the illustration of the actual classifica-
tion maps and their verified aeeura;,e,. At this point it is appropriate to note that, based
upon training set accuracies. it was determined that the 6 ratios of the 4 MSS bands contrib-
uted little to the classification accuracy and they were omitted from further analyses. The
impact of three types of training sets tested will be presented and they are:
a RECTANGULAR TRAINING SETS consisting of several rectan gulargroups of cells selected to
represent each of the a cover types** as identified on the 1972 land cover data plane.
• ASPECT TRAINING SETS ►.sere each of the 8 cover types identified on the 1972 land cover
data plane, except irrigated rice. were subdivided into 2 new classes and represented by
rectangular groups of cells consisting of the particular cover type on sun-facing and
opposite-facing topographic aspects. This yielded 15 classes which were regrouped back
into the 8 original classes after classification bu before display or verification,
a GRID SAMPLED TRAINING SETS where ever% third row and column of cells in the 1972 land
cover data plane we re extracted and regrouped into 8 training sets representing the land
cove rs .
Two assump tions for the &priori probabilities of occurrence of each land cover were tested as
follows:
• EQUAL APRIORI PROBABILITY of Occurrence of each cover type in the area to be napped.
• PROPORTIONAL APRIORI PROBABILITY of occurrence of each cover type in the area mapped,
where the probabilities were taken as directly proportional to the populations of each
of the cover types in the grid ^,,ntpled training sets.
The 3 training approaches, together with the2 trpits of initial assumptions Of apriori
probability of the final nap composition. yielded 8 classification maps with MSS bands 5 and 7
(Fig. .2 5). the 4 MSS bands (Fig. 26). and the 4 MSS bands with topographic variables (Figs. 27
through 32). Visual insight into the success Of these approaches to mapping shifting cu tive-
tion can be directly observed from the classification maps. Overall performance of the clas-
sifiers tested is best evaluated by the cell-by-cell verification of all 29.290 cells in the
1972 land cover data plane to be subsequently explained and presented.
Classification with Cultural Feature Overl •s.
edistribution othree types of cu oral features was map ped from each set of airrhotos
and converted into a data plane. specifically, the location of permanent housing, temporary
huts, and roads and trails (Fig. 33). Each of these 3 types of features was computed into min-
imum distance planes in a fashion similar to that of the drainage ;lane (Figs. 34. 35. and 36).
These new data plants were overlaid upon the 4 MSS bands and 4 topographic variables to deter-
mine their additional contribution to the classification results***. Since then is a close
correlation between the location of these cultural features and the -turrounding land cover it
seemed reasonable that they would further improve the classification craps (Fig. 37).
Verification of the Accuracy of the Classification Maps.
-------e overall performance a
	
e various classifiers  tested was directly evaluated since the
•	 Practical future applications might employ something like a cell-by-cell stereoscopic sat-
ellite capable of providing the synchronized elevation values needed for terrain compen-
sation during land cover classification of multispectral imagery.
•' The ninth cover type, representing teak plantations, occupied only 40 ha of the site and
was omitted for these classifications.
+•• This may appear to employ circuitous logic. in other words, that such cultural features are
part of the desired solution and not part of the input data. However. we have been careful
to use the words "laird cover" whereas these cultural features represent "land use". They
might well beui^ckl mapped as point and line features from airphotos or satellite side-
looking radar and added to the LANDSAT classification procedure to assist it to "paint" in
the detailed areas of land cover.
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is al ready available for each of the 29.290 cells classified in the form of the 1972
^I	 land cover date plane. A cell-by-cell comparison of the particular classification map with the
`
	
	 land cover map yielded a simple verification display where a cell can quickly be identified as
right (black) or wrong (white) if its classificstiw, chocks with the known land cover (Fig. 38).
Thos ► •
 verification displays are useful to quickly determine the overall results of the classi-
fication and determine if aNr spatial bias exists in the classifier. The percentage of each
cover type correctly classified, together with the overall accuracy. directly compares the
x	 various approaches (Table 1).
it must be noted that the percentage of correctly mapped mints in such a verification
cannot be expected to closely approach 100%. The sirphoto interpretation maps of land cover
have their own inherent accuracy which is not 100%. This initially impacts on the training set
identifica0 on with those land cover maps. The impact is even greater during the verification
of the LANDSAT classification results with the "known" airphoto derived land cover mops. The
verification accuracy can o 	 asymptotically approach the accuracy of the airphoto land cover
mop with the inclusion of eac additional variable or set of variables. For example, assume
that the land cover mop derived from the airphotos is 70% correct; that is, if 10 random cells
were checked on the ground 7 of the 10 %,ould have been assigned by the photo interpretation to
the correct cover type*, The classification map ma y also be 'os correct relative to ground
conditions. Thus, verification of the IANDSAT classification mop against the airphoto map will
p t,oduce a M x 70% or 49% verification accuracy , wtic •e training sets have been identified
tram the Ie airphoto land cover map a tendency will exist to bias the classification solution
toward the map results and away from the real ground conditions somewhat increasing this 491
figure.
The verified map classification achieved the best overall accuracy of 55.4% with the grid
sampled training sets** and proportional probabilities. Examination of the results of this ap-
proach for each combination of variables computed illustrates that it does asymptotically ap-
vroach the limit set by the accuracy of the ground "truth" in the form of the 1972 land cover
map (Table 1). Independent tests of grid sampled training set against other training set ap-
proaches for the Denver metropolitan landscape model also produced similar superior results
even thou a larger number of classes were sougmit^. This grid sample approach does not pro-
duce as h gh a training set accuracy, a^ it has been deliberately desi gned to include all the
spectral variability in the area to be mapped. Rectangular or other area type training sets
perform best when training set accuracy is the criterion in that they have been deliberately
selected to minimize spectral variability. Subsequent application of rectangular or areal
training sets to the "real" world, i.e., the area to be mapped with all its spectral diversity,
has demonstrated that high training set accuracies do not extend into higher map verification
accuracies'.
Training set accuracies o0ieved with grid sampled training sets art essentially equal to
the final map verification accuracies since the grid training sets are selected to he repre-
sentative of the total a rea to be mapped. This provides one additional important advantage not
possessed by rectangular or areal training sets. An y optimization done upon grid sampled
training sets will also optimize the map classification operations, for example, the selection
of an optimal subset of spectral bands for computational economb from among a ,cite of multi-
spectral-mmultiseason images. Optimization of these features based upon rectangular or areal
training sets does not necessarily extend to the final map :lassification employing these
training sets.
Obtaining grid or random single cell training sets mad appear too tedious to be practical.
but this is not the case. First, the sample need not be nearly so large a percentage of the
area to be mapped as was the case in this research (i.e.. 11.1%). Secord, the approach in-
creases the accuracy of the photo interpretation and reduces the human tedium and monetary
Cott of acquiring the t ► aininqq data. All the photo interpreter has to do is accurately iden-
tify the land cover at sptcific preselected points on individual airphotos or stereo pairs.
There is no need for the error prone spatial generalization which is required in making mamas or
to a lesser extent in defining rectangular or irregularly shaped areal training sets.
• A reasonable assu tion in this case, as seen from the large amount of spatial generaliza-
tion which exists in the 4 airphoto land cover maps.
•• The grid sanwiled training sets used here are equivalent to random samples taken from the
iaw area ;m the sample sizes art sufficiently large. Using a grid is simply a convenient
way to extract the sampl es from cellularized data.
I
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FiCLr,E 1. LOCATION OF THE STLJVY SITE %
The irregular study
 site is 292 square kilometers in Northern Thailand near the area of the in-
tersectiuo, uT the China. Burma. Laos and Thailand borders called the Golden Triangle. It is
representative of the genera' area which is mountainous and was originally heavily forested but
has been rapidly cleared for shifting cultivation of opium. dr y -land rice and other cash crops.
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Listt, ,t are the 103 variables which have been o^orlaid as individual data planes in the form of
29.21,' square cells of 1 ha r>,-;olution. Each of these data planes contains 43,2100 cells with-
in t-t, in:.r• ibing rectangular area but the informs —.on content is limited to the irregularly
boun;e,t ir • t• a common to several of the special maps made available by other studies of the area
This it-e gular site consists of an anti-watershed '%ounded by major watercourses or drainages
on all sides with a mountain ridge in the center.
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FIGURE 5, L%8 LAND COVER TYPE MAP',
Zack --a-ahifting cultivation ani tea
medium gra.- irrigated mce
Light gran — hiZZ evergreen forest
white--4 other forest types
A land cover map was interpreted from 70 low altitude
1:25,000 black and white air photos of Jan. 1968 and com-
piled at 1:50,000. The map was, in turn, digitized tc
record the spatial distribution of each of the 8 land cover
types in the 1 ha cellular data plane format.
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OP	 FIGURE 3. 1954 LAND COVER TYPE MAP',
cultivation and tea
medium gra;.—irrigated rice
light gray--•-niZZ evergreen ;crest
­kite-4 other , oreat :-?pea	 '-
	
ti	 A land cover map was interpreted from 19 medium altitude
1:60,000 black and white air photos of Jan. 1954 and com-
•	 -	 piled at 1:50,000.The map was, in turn, digitized to 	 +
record the s patial distribution of each of the 8 land cover
types in the 1 ha cellular data plane format.
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•	 ply	 FIGURE	 1966 LAND COVER TYPE MAPI,
	
•	 blaco":	 -^ahiftirg cultivation and tea
•	 medium grar4-eii­irrigatad rice	 y	 ^,
light grave —ni ZZ evergreen foxes -	 "t
	
A`	 :.biro	 —4 ether fcrEat tyres
•	 A land cover map was interpreted from 76 low altitude
1:20,000 black and white air photos of Jan. 1966 and com-
^^-	 t	 y	 piled at 1:50,000. The map was, in turn, digitized to
record the spatial distribution of each of the 8 land cover
ty pes in the 1 ha cellular data plane forma*_.
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FIGURE b. 1972  LAND COVER TYPE ^ P',
bZuc^--m-arietiPig ^^Ztiva^iOr. and tea
medit,rr gray -+-i rri gated rice
light gray—eii-hiZZ evergreen forest
white	 —i4 other fore -: types
A land cover map was interpreted from 75 low altitude
1:20,000 black and white air photos of Dec. 1972 and com-
piled at 1:50,000. The ma p was, in turn, digitized to
record the spatial distribution of each of the 8 land cover
types in the 1 ha cellular data plane format.
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'btained by a celi-by-cell comparison of the 1972 land cover
,Fig. 6) with that of 1968 (Fig. 5).
F I GI.I►.'E 8. 'W To 1972 FOREST PZ.,ENERAT I ON MAP'.
:^x	 --^ r' m •^+Jlyd Land 1ti;1►as^nj t.; 14a:d
da *	 tea F	 :i.+:,t
::^;hr	
.»— ^•:+^• r 1•r:,&ate.: rich pad:F to
;)btained by a cell-by-cell comparison of the 1972 land cover
,Fig, b) with that of 1%8 (Fig. 5).
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FIGLRE 9. HISTORICAL FOREST C vtR
DEPLETION •1ND THE COWOMI TANT INCREASE
IN THE AREA OF SHIFTING UTIVATION.
The area of each land cover type was
obtained by a simple computer tabula-
tion of the 1 ha cellular land cover
data planes for the dates available
(Figs. 3. 4. 5. and 6).
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Simulated using a Karkov process and
transition *Atrix provided by the 29.290
cell-to-cell comparisons of the 1968 to
1972 land cover data planes (Figs. S and
6). Similar simulations have been con+-.
puted using the transition matrices pro-
vided by each of the consecutive pairs
of dates of 19S4 to 1966 and 1966 to
1968 as well a$ the longer overall time
interval of 19S4 to 1972. These models
il l ustrate the tendencies for land cover
changes in the study area due to evolv-
ing forest management policies.
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IThis LANDSAT red (0.6 to 0.7 ,.m) image was taken " Jan. 1973
and has been rectified and resampied using a nearest neighbor
.algorithm to match the l ha cellular data plane format.
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This " LANDSAT photo infrared (0.8 to 1.0 _m) image was taken
27 Jan. 1973 and has been rectified and resamp led using a
-nearest neighbor algorithm to mate the 1 ha cellular da*a
;► lane format.
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r	 The images were taken 22 Jan, 1974 and 27 ,I,on • 1973 y i o l ding
•.•• )^ '; f '	 f	 i solar angle difference of -1'	 Each image was independ-
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o!ntly rectified and retampied with a nearest neighbor Ago-
•	 '`S	 ;t	 a rithm to match the 1 ha cellular data plane format. The
1973 image was subtracted from the 1974 image can a cell-by-
cell basis
	 A tow frequenc s atiat Dand ass filter was
then applied to renxive most of the single cell noise.
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The images were taktn 13 Feb. 1975 and 22 Jan, 1974 yielding
.t solar angle difference of +1°. The difference image was
• .`	 i.omputed just as in Figure 13 above.
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-^;.. .•	 '"	 The images were taken 26 Feb. 1976 and 11 Feb. 1475 _y i e 1 di mi
	
.,as: ,	 •^^^	 a solar angle difference of •3 0 , The difference image was
	'1	 ,	 tumruted Just as in Figure 13 above.	 r
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	i ti • i	 ^^	 The images were taketi	 '+b. 1977 and 26 Feb. 1976 yielding
a solar angle difference of -7". The difference image was
comeited yuat as in Figure 13 above.
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The imaqgs were taken 22 Jan. 1914 and 21 Jan. 1973 yielding
a solar angle difference of -1 0 . Each ima" was independ-
ently rectified And rosampled with a nearest neighbor alQo-
rithm to match the 1 ha cellular data plane format. The 1913
image was subtracted from the 1974 image on a cell-by-cell
	
a t	 basis. A low frpuoncy spatial band pass filter was then
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applied to rr'love most of the single Cell noise,
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•	 The images were taken 13 Feb. 1573 and ?? Jan, 1974 yielding
a solar angle difference of +1". The difference image was
computed ,lust as in Figure 17 above. I
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The elevation of each individual 1 ha Coll WAS extimated to
within 10 noters from A 1:50,000 scale topographic map for
each of Oo 29.290 cells using a clot grid overl^t. The co*-
tour interval beti peen gray steps of the di:plat s, 304 m
(1 ,0t)0 TV,) .
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.	 a	 the slope of each individual 1 ha cell was coe ►puted by fit-
ti	 's i	 tiny a regression least square plane to the topographic
elevations of a 3 by 3 array of ce l ls and determining the
slope of that surface to the nearest 0.1% and assigning it to
	
>^y',* 	 +	 `-R	 the center cell of the array. Repeating the process over the
s	 whole elevation plane provides this slope data plane.
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!„^^^. The aspect of each individual 	 I
tins a regression least-square
f+a
	 cell
plane to
')ywas compute'	 fit-
tie topographi,•
+
4W
r	 i elevations of A 3 by 3 array of cells and detere+ining ti.*
a"Ot
aspect	 (i.e., compass direction
plane) of that surface to the nearest
of the
1 4
perpendicular to thu
and assignin4 it to
d -I	 the center	 1 of the array. Repeating the process over the
`	 ..	
whole elevati, , - • .ine provides this aspect data plane,
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A :lrainage map was interpreted from Tg	 tha low Altitude
Dla^t and white air photos of Dec, 191;. This md►p was. in
^j	 turn, digitized to record the p ►•esenca or ab,an r. of.lrain-
aye in the ! ha cellular data plane fornut. A i nimum dis-
tance algorithm was anolied to this binAlry data p ane to
a► 	 compute the minimum distance from each e +^ty cell not occu-
pied by the drainage to the nearest cell through which the
drainage p4osis.
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:no image was taken 27 Jan. 1473. The 8 cover types were
,lassified usiny training iets derived from a 3 by 3 grid
"All ►p le of the 1971 land cover data plane. The 2 variables
an.rlyzed were MSS-5 and 4SS-1. The classification employed
{ stopwise discriminant analveis with apriori probabilities
d r re%: t ly proportional to the known occurrence of each land
cover type in the site (i.e.. proportional to the popula-
tions of these traininq sets).
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nis classification was identical to tat noted in Figure 25
.shove except that it operated upon the 4 variables of MSS-4,
, 6. and 7.
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,his classification was identical to that noted in Figure 25
above except that it operated upon the 8 variables of MSS-4,
S. 6. and 7. slove, aspect, elevation, and distance to
drainage.
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This classification was identical to tint noted in Figure 21
above except that it emploved e qual apriori probabilities of
+ occurrence of each of the	 , . , er types.
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analy` ted •rest K' i-=, a. Q. and 7. stop#, aspect. elevation,
and ditta ►a..e t.+ drai nage. The c'lasxin,atiOn ewplavod stto-
-ts# ¢itcriminant anaivrtis with &priori prv*abilities direct-
y proportit+nal to tho kti%wn occurrence Of OaCh land V.V"r
tvoo in the 1472 land :over type +nap. After classification
tho twj, aspe. t class!% roprosonting oac^ cover typo w#r# as-
sivvi the Salve i4vitificotion to rieia tho anginal d cover
k,flm sdv*h t and d 1 sp 1 av od.
Fien V. 8-V#RIMU tci MIj1t +CAT' • A Mm
1` ,r,•	 ht '*t. s
	
t4 .Pty It
ti^Rt ^r^---^^.; : #^-'et^th^w+t
	 •. It	 '
brit CIASSif Otian wa ll ld"1!1 al t+o t.. at not" in Figure it
•!Dore w"t it ewploved "Mal *priori probability of occvr-
rent.! of #aeh of tho l s COW tvP#C
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FIGURE 33, CULTURAL FEATURES MAP•,
WOWS U;:E	 :RAILS, TEMPORARY BUTS,
A yr ?E'RtiL4 X.vT HOUS *Xa
A cultural features map was interpreted from the 75 low alti-
tude black and white air photos of Dec. 1972. The map was,
in turn, digitized to record the presence or absence of each
of the cultural features in the 1 ha cellular data plane
\ format. TEMPORARY HUTS represents individual ~rush shelters
used for temporary or seasonal occupancy. PERMANENT HOUSING
represents schools, field station, tea processing and storage
areas, permanent dwellings, etc. ROADS AND TRAILS range any-
' where from a heavily used footpath to improved dirt roads. of
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FIGURE 34 MAP OF MINI `11.P1 DISTANCE TO PER^WNENT HOUSING
(SFiCRTSS- -:STANCFS IV BLACK)
A binary data plane was extracted from the cultural features
data plane (Fig. 33) recording the presence or absence of
areas of permanent housing in each 1 ha cell. The minimum
distance algorithm was applied to compute the minimum dis-
tance from each empty cell not occupied by features of per-
manent housing to the nearest occupied cell. Diamond shaped
patterns result from restriction of the minimum distance com-
putation to combinations of N-S and E- 'tJ distances for reduced
computation costs.
FIGIBE 35, rAP OF MIN111W DISTANCE TO TEMPORARY HUTS',
(SHCRTEST ^ISTAWES rV ?LACK!
A binary data plane was extracted from the cultural features
date plane (Fig. 33) recording the presence or absence of
temporary huts in each 1 ha cell. The minimum distance
algorithm was applied to compute the minimum distance from
each empty cell not occupied b y a temporary but to the near-
est occupied cell. Diamond shaped patterns result from
restriction of the mini;^um distance computation to combina-
tions of N-S and E-W distances for reduced computation costs.
t
1
FIGURE 36, W OF '%Ni ,U ll 11STANCE TO ROADS AND TRAILS
A binary data plane was a\tracted from the cultural features
data plane (Fig. 33) recording the presence or absence of a
road or trail in each 1 ha cell. The minimum distance algo-
rithm was applied to compute the minimum distance f rom each
empty cell not occupied by a road or trail to the nearest
occupied cell. Diamond shaped patterns result from restric-
tion of the minimum distance computation to combinations of
N-S and E-W distances for reduced computation-costs.
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blook	 hiftinp	 snd tea
nt^i ure ^nt^ —^. i rrc ^a te,i r` .x
light ,Jr,;l, --+hi Z at►aryrean forpa t
^•hi to ---^i . • thsr forest types
'he R land cover types were classified using training sets
,terived from a 3 by 3 grid sample of the 1972 land cover data
plane. The 11 variables analyzed were MSS-4, 5. 6. and 7,
slo pe, aspect, elevation, distance to drainage, roads and
trails, permanent housing. and temporary huts. The classifi-
cation employed stepwise discriminant analysis with apriori
probabilities directly proportional to the known occurrence
of each land cover type in the site (i.e.. proportional to
the populations of these training sets).
FI „LFE 
_%. E-VARIABLE VERIFIiATION `Ar",
^S,I.^L:':' =ruliVNifS8":S r;.1'	 ."
.. ,	
":,'1'AL AFR:`F:
•,.'^ /`	 r'ROBAPMTM
	 BLA.';i . d"4't Mq
e^ This display shows spatially those points which were correct-
ly identified in the 11 variable classification map of Figure
37. Each and every 1 ha image cell has been classified into
1 of the 8 land cover classes and then checked against the
corresponding 1 ha cell in the 1972 land cover data plane.
when a i to 1 match occurred a hlack cell was displayed.
oR161NA1, PA(;F' 1^
0F Kk IN 01'A111)
TA£L-E 1. C6' rAR 1 SON OF D` ER! FI i V i oN RESULTS FOR THE L"MT FOREST COVER MASS i F I CAT i CINS,
the numbers represent the percenta ge of the total number of the 9.290. 1 ha cells which were
correctly classified into their respective cover type when checked against the 1972 land cover
map. The second set of percentages in ital i cs represent only those cells correctly classified
into shifting cultivation. These italicized values for shifting cultivation fluctuate widely
as the various classification approaches were optimized to achieve the best overall accuracy
for all 8 land covers and not optimized for this specific cover type.
2 variables used- MSS-5 and 7,
3 variables used - those above plus MSS-4 and 6•
eariables used • these above plus topographic slo ve, aspect elevation, and distance to
drainage.
11 %.rr i ahles used - these above plus distance to roads and trails, permanent housing. and
temporary housing.
TYPE OF TRAINING SETS
i
VARI APU S
USED
•1
8
11
RECTANGULAR
Equal	 Proportional
26.0	 43.6
'6.2	 sd.5
e'4.9
33.4	 •13.9
34. ,^	 47.4
:1. C.
	
46.1
ASPECT
Equal	 (Proportional
19.0
	
41.4
33.6
	 4. 1	
39.0	 .
4;s„
22.6
	
29.6 54.,i
n. c.	 n. c.
Equal
22.1
28.0 f
32.9
38.1
SRI O
,P^ roportionaI
V
i
5i
55.d
t
	
►
►
n.c. - not comruted
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